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Abstract

Several theoretical results of meson and baryon masses are compared to experimen-
tal data using the Oscillation Symmetry method. This method allows to compare
the calculated masses to the experimantal ones, whereas these last are clearly less
numerous.

1. Introduction

In the same way as opposite kinetic and potential forces produce os-
cillations in classical physics, they produce also oscillations in masses
(and widths and also in several other properties) in quantum physics.
So oscillations have been observed [1] in hadrons [2], [3], fundamen-
tal and excited state nuclei [4], astrophysical bodies [5], and physical
properties of various Hydrocarbons [6]. They also have been observed
in E1 and M1 electromagnetic transitions [7]. In particle physics, the
masses result through kinetic and potential interactions. In the astro-
physical physics, the forces are gravitational and centrifugal, related
to their kinetic energies. The common property of almost all bodies
is that they are composed of smaller bodies.

When an unique variable of a given system is studied, the data are
first classified in increasing order. The possible oscillations are studied
using the following relation:

m(n+1) −mn = f [(m(n+1) +mn)/2] (1)

where n indicates the increasing data order. The differences between
two successive data are plotted versus their corresponding mean val-
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ues. The data of such studies, corresponding to relation (1), are named
”property data” where here property may be either mass or width.
The study of one variable versus another one is performed by the
variation of the first versus the second one.

A simple normalized cosine function is used for the fits of the data.
For ”mass data” studies, M is the variable (m(n+1) +mn)/2 and ∆ M
is the function .

When all studied data are positive their oscillations are fitted using
the following formula:

∆M = α(1 + cos(M/M1))exp(β.M) (2)

where M/M1 are defined within 2π. The oscillation period P = 2 πM1.
α, β, and M1 are the three fitted parameters. There values are

given in Table A1.
Below, several experimental hadronic ”mass data” are fitted using

the formula described above. Then several theoretical hadronic ”mass
data” are compared to the experimental fits so as to make a judgment
on the agreement between the corresponding model and the experi-
mental data, while there are not always corresponding experimental
values.

2. Mesons

2.1. Isoscalar scalar mesons

Fig. 1(a) shows the ”mass data” of the new values of the isoscalar
scalar meson [8], fitted with the period P=279.6 MeV. Old values
of f0 ”mass data” [9], with large uncertainties, have been analyzed
previously with oscillation symmetry [3] and fitted with a larger period
P=377 MeV.

Fig. 1(b) shows the new values of the widths versus masses of the
isoscalar scalar mesons [8], fitted with the period P=274.9 MeV. The
corresponding old data were also fitted with a larger period P=358.1 MeV.
The periods describing the isoscalar scalar meson widths and ”mass
data” are close. The fit between oscillations and data are very good,
both obtained with close neighboring periods.
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Figure 1: Color on line. (See text). Inserts (a) and (b) show respectively the ”mass data” then
widths versus masses of the new values of the isoscalar scalar mesons.

2.2. Strange mesons

The new strange meson masses and widths are read in [9] and
[10]. Their ”mass data” are presented in fig.2 separated in two mass
ranges since there is no value in [10] between M=2000 MeV and
M=4000 MeV:

- the ”mass data” of the first range 1400≤ M≤2000 MeV are shown
in fig. 2(a) and fitted with the period P=417.8 MeV.

- Insert (c) shows the total width of the same data plotted versus
the corresponding masses, and fitted with period P=245 MeV.

- the ”mass data” of the second range 4000≤ M≤4700 MeV are
shown in fig. 2(b) and fitted with the period P=515.2 MeV.

-Insert (d) shows the total width of the second range data, plotted
versus the corresponding masses, and fitted with period P=232.5 MeV.

In both ranges, the width periods are smaller than the mass periods.
The previous values of strange mesons [9] have been analyzed previ-
ously with oscillation symmetry [3] in a restricted range (≤200 MeV)
and separated by their spin J (0, 1, and 2). The new fits (and some
data) are different from previous.
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Figure 2: Color on line. (See text). Inserts (a), (b), (c), and (d) show respectively the ”mass data”
of both new strange meson ranges, then widths over masses of the same meson ranges.

2.3. Mesons with Charm

2.3.1. Charmed mesons

New experimental and theoretical values of Charmed mesons are
read in [8]. Fig. 3 shows, using full red circles, the corresponding
experimental ”mass data” fitted with period P=94.6 MeV. The other
marks show the following theoretical results :

-full blue squares corrrespond to the original GI model updated by
Godfrey and Moats [11],

- full green upside triangles correpond to the QCD motivated rela-
tivistic quark model (R. Q. M.) [12], and

- purple full downside triangles correspond to the modified GI
model taking into account the screening effect (GI-Screen) [13].

A rather good agreement is observed between measurements and
calculations, although it is not easy to observe the predictions of one
calculation to be clearly better than the results of other calculations.
Many predicted charmed meson masses are not expêrimentally ob-
served.
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Figure 3: Color on line. (See text). Red full circles show the new experimental Charmed mesons
”mass data”. The other marks show several predicted theoretical ”mass data”.

2.3.2. Charmed strange mesons

Fig. 4 shows new ”mass data” values of Charmed Strange mesons
[8]. Experimental ”mass data” are shown with black stars, and fitted
with P=147.5 MeV. The other marks correspond to theoretical ”mass
data”:

- full red circles show the ”mass data” obtained using the original
GI model updated by Godfrey and Moats [11].

- full blue squares show the ”mass data” obtained using the QCD
motivated relativistic quark model (R.Q.M.) [12],

- full green upside triangles obtained with the modified GI model
taking into account the screening effect (GI-Screen) [14].

Many masses are theoretically predicted but not observed. The
agreement with experiment is a little better for GI-Original, than for
the other models.

2.3.3. Charmoniums

The ”mass data” of the exotic charmonium-like resonances in the
mass region (3900-4700) MeV, analyzed in the relativistic strong cou-
pling theory [14], are reported by blue full squares in fig. 5. They
are compared to corresponding experimental ”mass data” [9] drawn
by full red circles. A few theoretical results are located outside the
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Figure 4: Color on line.(See text). Charmed-strange mesons ”mass data”.

experimental fit.

2.4. Bottom and Bottom Strange Mesons

The ”mass data” of the Bottom (Beauty) mesons are shown in
fig. 6(a) and strange Bottom mesons in fig. 6(b). They are obtained
using the new values in [8]. A shift close to 80 MeV is observed between
bottom and bottom strange mesons.

The experimental ”mass data” are shown by black full stars. The
full circled red marks correspond to the GI model updated by God-
frey, Moats, and Swanson (GI-Orginal) [24], the full blue squares to
the motivated relativistic quark model (R.Q.M.), and the full upsided
green marks to the modified GI-Screen model. In insert (a), starting
at ”mass data” 6400 MeV the oscillations of the fits obtained using
lower ”mass data” describe very well the R. Q. M. theoretical results,
but not as well the GI-Original theoretical results. The same is ob-
served for the Strange meson ”mass data” for masses larger than 6480
MeV.
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Figure 5: Color on line.(See text). Charmonium 3PJ mesons ”mass data”.essai 430

3. Baryons

3.1. Charmed Baryons

ΛC , ΞC , and ΩC calculated baryon ”mass data” [8] are compared
to experimental results in fig. 7. ΣC data are omitted in this study
since only three such experimental masses are known.

Experimental values of the Charmed ”mass data” baryons are pre-
sented in fig.7 by full black stars [9]. Theoretical corresponding results
obtained from various quark models [8] are shown: full red marks
correspond to RQM (relativistic quark model) [15], full blue squares
correspond NQM model [16], full green upside triangles correspond to
modified NQM model [17] and full purple down side triangles corre-
spond to another modified quark model [18].

Insert (a) shows the ”mass data” of the Charmed ΛC baryon masses,
fitted with P=116.2 MeV. The result of the NQM model is less good
than observed by the other calculations.

Insert (b) shows the ”mass data” of the Charmed ΞC baryon masses,
fitted with P=115.3 MeV. The result of the modified NQM model [17]
is again less good than observed by the other calculations.

Insert (c) shows the ”mass data” of the Charmed ΩC baryon masses,
fitted with P=116.2 MeV. Here the results of the NQM model [16] are
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Figure 6: Color on line. Bottom and bottom-strange mesons ”mass data”.(See text).

less good as those obtained by the other calculations.
These three periods are nearly the same. The ΞC ”mass data” found

with the RQM [15] and NQM [18] models disagree from measured data
at the ”mass data” close to 2710 MeV. Several NQM [17] ”mass data”
are also outside the fit obtained with experimental values.

3.2. Bottom (Beauty) Baryons

As in previous figs., the experimental ”mass data” of the ΛB bottom
(beauty) baryons are shown in fig. 8(a) by full black stars. They are
fitted with the period P=267 MeV. The RQM [8] [15] theoretical ”mass
data” are shown by full red circles, the NQM [8] [16] ”mass data” are
shown by full blue squares, and the NQM [8] [17] ”mass data” are
shown by full upside green triangles. The RQM [16] results reproduce
well the ΛB and ΩB experimental baryon masses.
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Figure 7: Color on line. Inserts (a), (b), and (c) show several calculated ”mass data” compared to
experimental results of ΛC , ΞC , and ΩC baryons.

The masses of the ΞB ”mass data” shown in fig.8(b) are exactly
obtained for the four first RQM ”mass data” but are not correctly
reproduced for masses larger than 6227 MeV. The NQM ΩB values
shown in fig.8(c) are better found with the model used in [16] than
with the model used with [17]. No theoretical values are given in [17]
for ΞB.

4. Discussion and Conclusion

The oscillation symmetry allows to discuss the agreement of the
theoretical hadronic masses with the rather small number of exper-
imental ones. Indeed the fits of the ”data masses” exhibit a simple
analytical shape.

The oscillation periods are meaningful, contrary to the other two
parameters: α and β which depend on the mass value at the beginning
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Figure 8: Color on line. Inserts (a), (b), and (c) show several calculated ”mass data” compared to
experimental results successively of ΛB , ΞB , ΩB baryon masses. (See text).

of the study.
Previous papers highlight several similarities between the obtained

”data” corresponding to different studied bodys. It was shown previ-
ously in [21] that the same distribution can describe the ”mass data”
variations of several different ”data”. For exemple, it was shown in
[22] a figure showing a common fit for several Gas exoplanet ”mass
data”, or in [2] a figure pointing out a common distribution for sev-
eral hadronic familly periods plotted versus the lowest mass of the
corresponding hadronic famillies.

The same property was shown in [21] inside a fig. reproduced here
(fig. 9), where the following marks show the ”mass data” of:
- f2 mesons (full blue squares),
- f0 mesons (full green stars),
- Ξ baryons (full red circles) with an homothetic factor, that is to say
that all masses of this familly are multiply by the same factor hf=0.94,
- ΞC baryons, (full upside purple triangles) with an homothetic factor
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Table A1: Parameters of the fits

Fig. α(MeV) β(MeV−1) P(MeV)
1(a) 605 -0.0009 279.6
1(b) 359 -0.00025 274.9
2(a) 1950 -0.00175 417.8
2(b) 114 0 515.2
2(c) 186 0 245
2(d) 4050 -0.0008 232.5

3 780 -0.00066 94.6
4 5150 -0.00129 147.5
5 1850 -0.00065 329.7

6(a) 9.9∗105 -0.00151 148.9
6(b) 9.9∗105 -0.00142 148.9
7(a) 6100 -0.00151 116.2
7(b) 4800 -0.00151 115.3
7(c) 4.03∗107 -0.0044 116.2
8(a) 126 0 267.0
8(b) 110 0 204.2
8(c) 2150 -0.00049 204.2

hf=0.91,
- 14N excited state levels (black empty stars inside empty squares)
with an homothetic factor hf=114.

It was also shown that the differences between periods obtained
using ”mass data” and widths of several bodys, exhibit a constant
value rather than a variable shift. Such result was pointed out in
previous papers like [23], inside which the reported shifts are 64 MeV
for mesons and for 23 MeV for baryons. The same variation between
periods is observed here.

The periods extracted from the present paper are drawn in fig.10.
The horizontal dashed lines are obtained using the relation
P=80+19*x MeV. We observe a like ”quantification effect”, the shift
here being equal to ≈ 19 MeV. This value is obtained for the study of
common meson and baryon periods, therefore in reasonable agreement
with the values quoted previously for separated hadrons.
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Figure 9:

In conclusion, the paper brings out new data of the oscillation sym-
metry, confirming its generalization property.

The main result is again to observe the existence of a new relation
between different masses.

The existence of a simple fit in ”mass data” allows to compare
different theoretical calculated masses to measured values.

These results confirm the previous observations that oscillations are
widely observed inside many properties in nature.

These results deserve theretical studies, clearly outside the scope
of the predent work.
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